
IHS Haystack Gold and ISO Group - 
Supply Chain Velocity2

When your mission is to ensure materiel readiness and 

sustainability for your operations, time and cost are critical 

concerns. Retrieving relevant results quickly and the ability to 

procure your list of parts is vital to the success of your mission. 

IHS and ISO Group have developed a tool to research and order 

parts directly from within the IHS Haystack Gold interface. The 

IHS Haystack Gold solution provides detailed information on 

NSNs, parts and their suppliers. The ISO Group brings access 

to their global supply chain and preferred supplier status. The 

combined efforts of these two global organizations can support 

your mission at every checkpoint, from researching parts to 

purchasing them.

What are the steps to a successful parts purchase?

When you log into IHS Haystack Gold, you are accessing information on over 189 million 

parts, including all of the items in the US, UK, and Canadian Supply Catalogs. With the 

latest release of IHS Haystack Gold, you have the additional capability of:

• Uploading a single part number or parts list and submitting an RFQ to ISO Group.

• Receiving instant RFQ confirmation and a quotation within 24 hours. 

• Reviewing your quote and order history.

•  Ordering and obtaining the part(s) you need, inspected, packaged and  

delivered by ISO Group.
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Who is ISO Group?
ISO Group is an integral provider of parts logistics for the aerospace and 
defense industries and delivers spare parts worldwide from a global vendor 
network of over 1.3 million suppliers. They design and deliver engineered 
solutions to prime contractors, MRO facilities, FMS, DLA, and all defense 
industry maintenance levels (depot, intermediate and organization). 

The knowledgeable team at ISO Group provides a dependable sustainment 
channel while maintaining a proprietary list of spare parts data. They offer 
a dynamic, efficient quoting and delivery system of parts, ensuring that 
operations can remain on schedule and within budget.

ISO Group assists buyers in over 80 countries and has developed a global 
network of locations with facilities to support the US, Europe, the Middle-
East, Africa and Asia. Their pre-designed logistics solutions are supported 
by global freight companies, employ international tools, and offer a 
consistent approach to reliable deliveries.

What is the measure of your success in getting the part you need 
from a source you trust?

The partnership between IHS Haystack Gold and ISO Group offers you 

the opportunity to complete your supply chain needs quickly, securely and 

easily. A simple registration process allows you to track your quote requests 

and purchases whether it is for one part or hundreds. You can also review 

the status of your quote or quote history at any time, directly from the 

Haystack interface.

The combined efforts complete the supply chain by providing users the 

ability to:

• Research Parts

• Locate Parts

• Order Parts

• Have the parts inspected, packaged and shipped directly to them.

Ready to experience the power? 

If you are interested in finding out more about the IHS Haystack Gold 
– ISO Group solution, contact an IHS representative at  
1-800-525-7052 to initiate your Supply Chain Productivity2. 


